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Abstract
Foothill areas in western Qaidam Basin, with enormous hydrocarbon potential, have been a focal point of seismic
exploration for over 30 years. Four seismic surveys were conducted before 2013 but with very little success due to the some
tough challenges from unstable surface conditions, the extremely low signal to noise (S/N) ratio to complex subsurface
geology. In this paper we present a new integrated seismic exploration workflow designed for complex foothill areas. In
addition to the acquisition of high quality 3D seismic data of wide azimuth, broad band and high density, some key
processing techniques were developed to address the variable near surface condition, the steep topography and the complex
subsurface structure. These efforts have led to some considerable discoveries of hydrocarbon in western Qaidam.

Introduction
61% of land remaining oil and gas (conventional and
unconventional) resources in China are buried in foothill areas
with complex structures. How to refine image subsurface
structures and detect reservoirs in such complex surface and
subsurface condition is a huge challenge.

Qaidam basin is located in the north of Tibet Plateau
surrounded by high mountains. Yingxiongling Mountain is
located in the southwest corner of Qaidam basin with an
elevation from 2920m-3450m and typical wind erosion
landforms. The topography is quite rugged and steep (Figure 1).
More than 77% of the area is 3000m above sea level. The
weathering surface is thick and unstable, combined with criss-

Fig. 1: The rugged topography of Yingxiongling Mountain
(a): The topography map. Yingxiongling mountain is divide into three parts with Ying West, Ying Middle and Ying East; (b) seismic
acquisition crew in Yingxiongling; (c) (d) and (e): Steep topography and criss-cross deep gullies
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cross deep gullies with an elevation range of 50m to 200m.
Subsurface geological formations were severely thrushfaulted by the compression of Multi-Himalayan periods
tectonic movements. Figure 2 is a typical section of the area.
The salt beds are developed in a compressional setting. The
salt-related structures and trap styles can be divided into
suprasalt structure, salt bed structure and subsalt structure.
The suprasalt structure is compressive detachment structure
with compressive salt; the salt bed structure is multi-salt layers
compressive detachment structure with strong deformation,
fault development and structure fractured. The subsalt
structure is imbricated thrust structure. The badly weathered
upper Tertiary layers are exposed directly to the surface,
resulting in strong lateral velocity variation and causing
serious statics problem, causing various secondary
interferences and scattering noises. All of these will degrade
the subsurface imaging considerably. With the development of
the acquisition techniques for high quality 3D seismic data of
wide azimuth, broad band and high density, an advanced
processing workflow with some new techniques have been
developed and applied for this area.

Key Processing Techniques
Several techniques were used in the processing and
imaging of the field data acquired in this area, including:
Statics Optimization Technique based on the Identification
of “Indicator” Formation
The relationship between extremely low signal to noise
ratio and static correction is on the mutual restriction. One is
that near surface in the complex mountain area is difficult to
clearly investigate and the other is that the precision of static
correction is difficult to monitor in the low signal to ratio area.
The topography of Yingxiongling mountains main body is
very rugged. The integration of the acquisition and processing
is a reasonable and reliable way to solve the problem of static

correction. First of all, field surface survey data (deep
microlog and high quality small refraction data, etc.) is used to
constrain the near-surface model derived from the first break
tomographic inversion to establish a more reasonable surface
structure model in the survey. At the same time, the
underground strata are broken with dip angle and the signalto-noise ratio of seismic data is low. So it is hard to get high
quality formation reflection stack section even if static
correction problem is well solved. The static correction results
can't be easily identified by formation reflection. A phreatic
surface in the whole Yingxiongling Mountain, with a strong
acoustic impedance interface and high S/N ratio, is taken as
the ideal “indicator” formation to identify the base of the
weathering layer, which is used to update finalize the near
surface velocity model calculated from tomographic inversion
and linear model inversion. Figure 3 shows the contrast
comparison, the application of the “indicator” optimization
static correction makes the imaging of the phreatic surface in
the time domain profile better.
3D Pre-stack Noise Attenuation
Caused by the poor shooting and receiving condition of
the near surface, various kinds of primary interference and
secondary interference are developed with strong energy. The
signal to noise ratio of seismic data is extremely low. Velocity
analysis and following processing work couldn't be conducted
on the condition of low signal to noise ratio pre-stack gathers
without primary signal reflection. Pre-stack noise attenuation
is performed in multiple domains and implemented in
multiple steps iteratively. Abnormal amplitude and random
noise is firstly suppressed in the shot domain using adaptive,
time variant and frequency-dependent method, followed by
ground roll attenuation with cone filter in cross-spread gather.
Cross-spread cone filter noise attenuation method attenuates
noise with a cone filter in F-Fx-Fy domain which transfers the
ground roll into a 3D cone conductor as well as transfers the
non-linear ground roll into linear noise, and then removes the

Fig. 2: A typical section in Yingxiongling Mountain. The green color fill area stands for salt beds
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Fig. 3: Stack section before (left) and after (right) statics optimization based on the identification of “Indicator” formation

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4: Contrast comparison of velocity semblance and gathers (a)before pre-stack 4D FX-FY deconvolution (b) after pre-stack 4D FX-FY
deconvolution
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Fig. 5: Stack section before (left) and after (right) pre-stack noise attenuation

linear ground roll in the cone conductor with 3D F-K filter.
Finally, pre-stack 4D FX-FY deconvolution is performed in
multi-domain to suppress any residual noise and to boost the
spectrum of the primary energy.

velocity, but also make the processing sequences surface
consistent. With the test, smoothing radium with 300 meters
was adopted. Figure 6 shows the contrast between the
migration datum with gently smoothing 300 meters radium
and true surface.

Improved Imaging with Surface Consistent Processing
Workflow

Target Velocity Model Building

A floating datum by gently smoothing of the true surface
is used in the processing workflow to reduce the effect of the
large elevation variations. This not only reduce the large
statics caused by the topographic change and has more robust

Pre-stack time migration can't meet the need of seismic
data imaging in the complex mountain area caused by huge
velocity variation in lateral and vertical. Velocity accuracy
deficiency is an important factor to restrict the imaging quality

Fig. 6. The contrast between migration datum with gently smoothing (smoothing radium=300meter) and true surface
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Fig. 7: The velocity model and related PSDM result before and after target velocity model building
(a) Initial velocity model (b) optimized velocity model (c)PSDM result with initial velocity model (d) PSDM result with optimized velocity model

of pre-stack depth migration. The huge variation of thickness
in the low velocity layer of Yingxiongling will lead to the
change of ray path propagation. The reflection tomographic
couldn't work for the shallow velocity caused by low signal to
noise ratio shallow data and lack of far offset information.
Consequently, the velocity modeling in Yingxiongling is a
super tough problem to solve. Through abundant tests, an
integration velocity modeling workflow in the complex
mountain area is proposed with the principle of from the
external to the core, finding out the accurate velocity model
horizon by horizon. Firstly, tomographic inversion
constrained with micro logging can improve the velocity
accuracy in the shallow and avoid the velocity error in the
huge variation thickness of low velocity layer, and provide
accurate shallow velocity model for pre-stack depth
migration; secondly, to the shallow and middle velocity model
building, multi-layer hybrid tomography is used to optimize
the velocity model with available comprehensive information
constrained. Thirdly, in the deep velocity modeling, it is
necessary to make comprehensive use of the guided data such
as well markers, acoustic logs, lithology, VSP, GEM and so on.

Based on the velocity model optimization in combination with
model based tomography and all data driven grid tomography,
improve the velocity model accuracy with an integration
process. The integration process means that geology
interpretation and structure mapping will be conducted after
one velocity iteration in order to identify the velocity
accuracy, and then improve the result's reliability and stability.
Figure 7 shows the velocity model and depth migration result
before and after targeted velocity model building. With the
target velocity model building, the velocity model is more
accurate with high precision and depth migration result gives
better fault definition and imaging quality.
Result
Some high quality results have been generated based on
the processing workflow. It improves imaging of the
subsurface geological structure and fracture system in the
foothill area of western Qaidam. A new mass oilfield and other
high production oil and gas reserves are discovered, and which
results in the new target for further exploration and research.
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Fig. 8: The contrast of seismic data
(Left: the legacy 2D seismic section, Right: the new 3D seismic section)

Fig. 9: The contrast of PSTM and PSDM
(Left: PSTM result, Right: PSDM result)

Conclusion
Following conclusions can be deducted from our research
project:
1) Complex geological condition in Yingxiongling
Mountain area brings some tough challenges in
processing and imaging in static correction, noise
attenuation and velocity model building.
2) “Indicator” formation based technique combined with
tomographic inversion is an effective way to solve the

statics problem for extremely noisy and complex near
surface condition.
3) Iterative and multi-domain pre-stack de-noising
workflow can effectively suppress the high amplitude
noises in mountain area and boost the primary signal.
4) Velocity model optimization based on gently smoothed
surface, combined with model-based tomography and
data-driven grid tomography, can generate more accurate
velocity model in complex mountain areas.
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